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KEY DateS of
the Exhibition

Please make a note
of the 2020 Annual
Exhibition list of key
dates below. The venue
is Upper Dagnall Street
Baptist Church Hall, St
Albans, AL3 5EE - as last
year.

n

Prism is published quarterly
by St Albans Art Society
PRISM Editor: Janet King
Associate Editor: Edward Bevin
Website Editor: Tracey Gent
StAlbansArtSoc@gmail.com

IMPORTANT
INFORMATION ABOUT
THE 2020 SUMMER
EXHIBITION

I love climbing up to the amazingly beautiful
gardens on The Rock of the old town of
Monaco. From under the pine trees I gaze down,
waves crashing against the cliffs, spewing out
endless patterns of foaming surf over the near
indigo Mediterranean sea. Cormorants perch,
fishing from one huge volcanic rock.
Sue Gray’s lively workshop depicting wild
seas was a wonderful opportunity to turn my
memories into this painting. A palette knife was
perfect for vigorously scraping out the swirls
of surf. Acrylic cerulean, a touch of transparent
raw sienna, or pthalo blue and touch of burnt
umber, both with a lot of white, gave me a
range of azures, plus a thin occasional glaze
of hansa yellow light, followed by spatters of
white. Lastly, I drew the two cormorants using a
fine 0.1 black pen. I was tickled to discover that
Poseidon’s face, hair streaming out, was seen,
unconsciously created by me within the waves!

Friday 26th June Last date for entries
Monday 27th July Handing in artwork
Tuesday 28th July Hanging of work
followed by Evening Private View
Wednesday 29th July to
Saturday 1st August Open to the public
Sunday 2nd August Morning: Closed   
Afternoon: Collection of Artwork 2-4pm

Picture size RESTRICTION

In the last couple of years, we have had
an overall increase in entries giving the
hanging team a big challenge. The size
and weight of larger pictures, especially
those with glass, are difficult for our
hanging team to manage and make secure
on our screens. Last year we restricted the
size of pictures and added more hanging
space to accommodate the increase.
So that we can continue to accept up to
3 framed pictures from each submitting
member, the committee has decided
to continue to restrict the maximum
size of artwork to be hung on the
screens. Pictures must not be more than
30 inches along the longest side including
the frame.

Entry Papers and Rules
Enclosed in this issue:
l AGM Nominations form

www.stalbans-artsociety.org.uk

Inserted in May 2020 issue of PRISM.
Look out for your issue, due to be posted
out at the end of May/beginning of June.

St Albans Art Society

Annual General
Meeting 2020
Wednesday 6th May 2020
7.15pm for 7.30pm
Marshalswick Community Centre,
481 The Ridgeway,
St Albans, AL4 9TU
See the insert for the nomination papers.
Please bring a copy of this Agenda
with you to the AGM.

AGENDA
1 Welcome from the Chairman
2 To present and approve the Minutes of
2019 AGM
3 Matters arising
4 To receive:
(i) The combined Officers   
and Committee Report
(copy in PRISM, see page 4)
(ii) Treasurer’s Report
(presented at the meeting)
5 To elect an Independent Examiner of
Accounts
6 To elect the following Officers     
(i) Chairman    
(ii) Vice Chair
(iii) Treasurer     
(iv) Secretary    
7 To elect the 8 members of the
committee
8 Membership fees for the coming year
9 To consider any Motions received
under Rule 5.1
10 Any Other Business or questions
11 Chairman’s closing remarks

break for refreshments
Our speaker this year will be Sarah
Keeling - Curator, Post Medieval to
Contemporary, at St Albans Museum.
Her talk is “The changing use of
St Albans Town Hall: a Museum and
Gallery for St Albans”
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 6th MAY 2020

St Albans Art Society Committee Report 2019-2020

In 2020 we continue the combined committee report for the past year.
The Treasurer’s report is separate and will be presented at the meeting.

CHAIRMAN Edward Bevin
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SECRETARY Valerie Chivers
My first year as Secretary is now coming to
a close and my thanks go out to the other
members of the committee who have been
so helpful. The team all work together like

MEMBERSHIP Janet Blackham
At present we have 180 members made
up of 1 life member, 166 Full members,
8 Associates and 5 Student members.
Approximately 40 members have not
renewed this year to date but new member
numbers are healthy leaving our overall
membership numbers stable. Please make
sure I am informed of any changes in
details so that I can keep our records up to
date.  

PRISM Janet King
PRISM is published to let you know about
your Art Society and to inform you of what
your fellow members are achieving. Please
continue to let me know two months in
advance of events and exhibitions in which
you are taking part.
My thanks go to member ‘helpers’ Anna
Gladstone and Jill Bridges who kindly stuff
the envelopes and post out the magazines,
and to Pam Bevin who continues to proof
read the issues for me.
Back issues of PRISM can now
be viewed on our website under the
Membership menu.
The monthly online Newsletters from
Sandie Ford continue to provide reminders

about Society and local art events as well
as opportunities for members to advertise
their events and artistic achievements.

WEBSITE Tracey Gent
www.stalbans-artsociety.org.uk
Our website is still going strong, with
12,038 page views (almost 3,750 visits)
during calendar year 2019, peaking in
July around the summer Exhibition. This
is about the same as last year, and in fact
shows a slight increase in pages viewed
per visit - hopefully indicating people are
finding the information useful.
We have recently added a page on our
popular life & studio Wednesday sessions.
Keep your eyes peeled for changes prior to
our Summer Exhibition...
Don’t forget we continue to offer small
‘artist pages’ for our individual members,
containing brief text on the artist and up to
8 images of their artwork. Do please get in
touch if you are a member of the SAAS and
would like to use this facility or, in general,
if you have any feedback on our website at
stalbansartsoc@gmail.com.
FACEBOOK overseen, on behalf of the
Committee, by
Hilary Morgan (Closed group)
and Susie Ross (Open group)
We now have 17 members in the ‘closed
group’ and this is growing slowly. This
method of communication is proving helpful
and informative. We hope the membership
will continue to increase during the coming
year - it’s still early days yet!
The Art Society’s ‘open’ Facebook
page was set up in the lead up to the
annual Summer Exhibition. It was used to
advertise this event and was viewed by
hundreds of people. We know from some
of the feedback that was received, that
we got some new members to the Society
through this media. If members would like
Continued on page 6 overleaf.
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Yet again, I am delighted to
report that the Society has
enjoyed a highly successful
year and continues to maintain
its major role in the cultural life of this city
and surrounding district. Rrecords tell us
that this pattern, with a few exceptions,
goes back for more than 125 years. So far
as this past 12 months is concerned, the
ever enthusiastic and loyal Committee has
played its part and I can report that the
Committee meetings have had a 95 per
cent attendance record.
Life drawing sessions and the workshops
continue to be extremely popular, with
the latter often being over-subscribed.  
Attendance at the monthly lectures and
demonstrations, although very satisfactory,
deserve to attract bigger audiences. It
is noticeable that there are many names
appearing at our flagship event – the
Summer Exhibition - that we rarely see
during the rest of the season. I do hope
that these members will give this some
thought and come and join at least two or
three evenings we offer for everyone. The
Committee is always open to suggestions
and ideas about our activities.

In particular over the last year,
we have continued to exercise the
utmost prudence in ensuring that
the finances are healthy, as will
be seen in the Treasurer’s report
at the meeting. When comparing
with other local similar societies, members
will notice that our fees remain on a par
or lower. As Chairman, I will continue to
maintain these levels, with the help of the
enthusiasts around me!
The 2020 Summer Exhibition, with the
preview on Tuesday 28 July, will be the
last to be organized by Janet Blackham
and Janet King. To both Janets we owe an
enormous debt of gratitude for their loyalty
and expertise. Sue Bergquist and Jan
Munro will be taking over the organization
of our flagship event.
The Society is very grateful to Gina
Dunstan, who is leaving the Committee,
but will remain ‘on duty’ to check the
voting papers to find out the most favoured
painting in the Summer Exhibition.

clockwork. It has been a straightforward
year with no major problems to deal with
and an excellent Annual Exhibition.
I wasn’t the only newcomer as last
autumn we welcomed Katie Telkman
and Kim Lawrence as organisers of our
life drawing classes. They are doing an
excellent job.
Sadly we are losing Gina Dunstan from
the Committee and we thank her for her
support. We are grateful that Gina will
continue to help at exhibition time.
I am looking forward to next year and
hope that things continue to go smoothly.

s

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 6th MAY 2020

MEMBERS FORUM

St Albans Art Society Committee Report 2019-2020 Continued from page 5

Bridget tutors a Wednesday
evening life drawing session
using watercolour

anything relevant to the Society posted
on the Facebook page please contact the
administrators, Susie and Hilary, who will
be happy to organise.’

PROGRAMME - Lectures
Sue Bergquist
Our life drawing sessions organised by Kim
and Katie have been very well attended
and we are grateful for their commitment to
ensuring these sessions run smoothly. We
have been joined by Bridget Tompkins
and Jan Munro for some tutored sessions.
Life drawing sessions continue (see page 11).
l In October Susan Clare joined us for
an acrylic demonstration, inspired from her
tropical garden in Jamaica. She encouraged
us to paint big with big brushes!
l Aurora Spain joined us in November
and shared a very comprehensive timeline
that demonstrated how colours used by
artists have been developed from early
pigments to the colours we use today.
l We welcomed back Jan Munro for
another critique night in December when
around 18 members brought in their
paintings for analysis.
l Mark Warner joined us in February for
a demonstration of his Acrylic colourful
seascape. This followed on from his very
successful workshop last year.
l In March Jim Patterson from Two
Rivers Paper talked about the processes
involved in making “Handmade Watercolour
Paper”.
Mark Warner
joined us in
February for a
demonstration
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After going to press: 1st April will be
a pastel portrait demonstration by Rob
Wareing (see page 11).
I am in the process of organising next
years programme 2020/21, which will have
some more excellent meetings.

PROGRAMME - Workshops
Sally Griffiths

This year’s programme of workshops
delivered a varied experience and have
been very well attended. It has been great
to see so many new members giving
encouraging and positive comments. There
were seven workshops planned, (from
the initial four when I took over) with three
being led by some of our own Art Society
members.
l John May with Sue Edwards gave us
a fantastic workshop on ‘lino cuts’ from
designing, cutting and printing. This was
thoroughly enjoyed by all.
l We were very lucky to have Jake Winkle
who gave a marvellous workshop in
watercolours with Venice as the theme.
l An imaginative underwater, translucent
world of fish and turtles in watercolour
was shared successfully by the talented
Bridget Tompkins.
l Peter Keegan a professional, portrait
artist in acrylics and oils, shared his
considerable knowledge resulting an
amazing display of portraits.
l Elizabeth Baldin’s  ‘Impressionist
landscape in watercolour’ was a
great success and led by a delightful,
experienced teacher.
Two workshops to look forward to are Jan
Munro’s exciting workshop ‘A Characterful
Portrayal of a Building’ in multimedia and
Lynne Davies’ postponed workshop ‘Big
Hairy Animals’ in acrylic. (See page 10 for
more details).
I am constantly trying to provide a varied
programme for members and if anyone
would like to suggest tutors or themes,
please let me know.

We were tutored by
Bridget Tompkins
on 22nd January.
She encouraged us
to experiment with
watercolours and
pencils. It was a
great evening with
lots of very positive
comments from
attendees on their
new experiments.

Clive is guided by
artist Daphne Todd

Clive Dolphin on BBC4

Jan Munro demonstrates for
The Pastel Society Exhibition
at the Mall Galleries
‘It was with some
trepidation but also
excitement that I
started to set up for
my Demo at The Mall
Galleries’, says Jan.
‘There was a good
audience who were
very enthusiastic
and asked plenty
of questions. My
demo was fun to do
once I got started.
I had rehearsed
the painting at home and knew which
Pastels I was going to use.
All in all a great experience. Painting in
The Mall galleries!’

We are pleased to welcome
the following new members
Alice Miall     
Gill Darby      
Julie Barnes   
Frances Mason   
Vivien Bailey    
Brian Innes
Myra Banga  

Harpenden
St Albans
St Albans
St Albans
St Albans
St Albans
St Albans

Did you see member Clive Dolphin on
BBC4’s first ever live, televised, life
drawing class?
Clive tells us about the day...
When l applied for ‘Life Drawing Live!’ I
thought nothing would come of it. Fast
forward a couple of weeks, interviews,
and numerous text messages and I was
astounded to be selected.
On the day I arrived at the filming site
to be met by my fellow artists, the tutors,
presenters and crew. And then there I was,
drawing, live on TV!
I had already decided what l wanted
to do on TV was to show that lifedrawing
is fun! I didn’t mind if my drawings were
brilliant or not, as long as I conveyed the
sheer joy I get from lifedrawing.
I wasn’t nervous. l just drew as best l
could with an entire film crew watching over
my shoulder! The presenters and tutors
were all very friendly and informative and
perhaps kinder than it appeared on TV!
Before l knew it, it was all over. I’ve
spoken to many people that watched the
programme live or on iplayer. The feedback
has been universally positive. So many
people sent in drawings the programme
team couldn’t keep up!
I hope from this TV programme many
other people will find the fun, the friends
and the mental calm that comes with
lifedrawing. Keep drawing!
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WORKSHOP REVIEWS

Three winter workshops using watercolour, acrylic, and pen and wash
Programme Secretary for Workshops, Sally Griffiths, reviews our three inspirational, winter workshops she organised...

UNDERWATER WORLD
Tutor Bridget Tompkins

B

ridget a talented local
watercolour artist, has
a unique way of painting wet
in wet which she shared with
us at this full workshop.
She showed the group
sets of beautiful, personal,
colourful, underwater
pictures of a variety of
colourful fish and turtles,
which was the inspiration
to the day’s painting.
Starting with wet paper and
using lots of water, Bridget
demonstrated how to apply
paint and lift out gaps for the
fish and turtles which would

PORTRAIT IN
ACRYLICS Tutor
Peter Keegan

P

eter Keegan inspired our
members to produce a
wonderful gallery of portraits
which were presented at the

Peter chooses
Sue Bergquist to
be his model
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be added later. Very little
drawing was used, allowing
a freedom and looseness in
the painting. A step by step
instructional guidance, with
the colours used and the
different techniques, were
continually explained. The
totally absorbing day was
divided into demonstrations
followed by application of
the knowledge learnt.
Bridget allowed for
freedom, to explore
movement of paint, use
of a stick to ‘twiddle’ and
dropping paint and even at
end of the session.  
Being a professional
artist and trained teacher,
Peter was able to guide us
through the many skills and
techniques needed to paint
a great portrait. He started
with the importance of using
a good subject whether it
be a photo, or an image
from a table. He shared
difficulties he had in
painting a perfect,
model type photo
with no shadows. The
image should show a
variety of shades and
tones. He also provided
good examples, some
of which were used.
Having taken one of

Bridget helps the
class

INK AND WASH
Tutor Elizabeth Baldin

S

the end, adding collage and
glitter if wanted. ‘Mistakes’
were encouraged and learnt
from - becoming a part of
the painting. The freedom
to explore in an imaginative
and creative way was really

appreciated as was the range
of choice within the topic.
All the comments received
were very positive, agreeing it
was a wonderful, informative,
enjoyable day from a great
teacher.

A selection of the finished paintings

our committee members off
to have her photo taken, he
proceeded to use this image
as his example, creating a
stunning portrait of Sue.
Starting with how to get
the proportions right when
beginning a painting, he
continued with techniques
for marking in the face. The
really dark shades, then the
medium shades, sharing
the colours being used and
how, where and why he was
using this method.

Through the various
demonstrations given,
a great portrait was
coming to life, not only
by the tutor, but by the
participants. How to create
tones, skin colour mixing,
using really dark colours,
correcting mistakes, were
just a few of the skills
shared by Peter. A great
workshop with fantastic
teaching, and clear,
instructive, useful advice
to take away.

tarting with a tonal sketch, which Elizabeth
highlighted as being a very important process to
all paintings. Elizabeth explained the importance of the
use of thirds, placing the objects: e.g. trees, houses and
what to leave out of picture, or move when creating the
scene. The sketch was then used to start the painting.
Elizabeth guided the eager participants through the
numerous steps, with clear instructions in her skilful
demonstrations. She explained how to use the fluidity
of water colour, adding the watercolour in a loose style,
allowing the colours to blend on the paper.
Later, adding the vibrant colours of the acrylic inks,
bringing the painting to life. Finishing off with detailed
painting of the foreground in inks.
Elizabeth‘s enthusiasm was evident throughout as
she continually helped individuals, giving extra help and
offering ways of taking the work forward.
Comments included; Delightful teacher loved her
style; A great deal of helpful instructions given by an
enthusiastic teacher; A very knowledgeable teacher
with a friendly approach; A fabulous day, I learnt
loads! Lovely teacher, loved her style. Wonderful day,
extremely good
teacher.
The fabulous
display of
work at the
end showed
how much the
participants
had learnt. A
fantastic day
where a great
deal of learning
took place
Final critique by a friendly,
of the finished approachable,
paintings
expert teacher.

See page 10 for details of the forthcoming April and June workshops 9

CANCELLATION OF SPRING PROGRAMME DUE TO CORONAVIRUS
With the current coronavirus situation worsening, and
having taken independent advice, I have come to the rapid
conclusion that with immediate effect, all our meetings
demonstrations, remaining workshop and life drawing
classes are cancelled. However, we hope that the one
exception will be the AGM on May 6. Edward Bevin, Chairman
If it becomes possible to resume the programme, Booking Forms for the
workshops will be sent out in the post.
Please check the website for updates: www.stalbans-artsociety.org.uk

Workshop

Workshop

A CHARACTERFUL
PORTRAYAL OF A BUILDING
IN MULTIMEDIA Workshop

BIG HAIRY ANIMALS IN
ACRYLIC Workshop

Tutor: Jan Munro

Saturday 20th June 2020

Saturday 25th April 2020

Please note: this workshop has been
organised primarily for those who
were due to attend Lynne’s cancelled
workshop in May last year. Those
who were originally booked on to the
course will be given priority booking.
Lynne is a passionate painter of beautiful,
expressive and often quite large images.
The aim of this workshop is to build
each artist’s confidence and develop
their own style. Lynne will encourage
participants to step out of their comfort
zone. She will
share her
techniques
of how to
paint hair and
teach how to
paint creating
movement and
passion.

At United Reformed Church Hall,
Chiswell Green

Another exciting workshop from Jan
Munro, a valuable member of our
Society. She is a versatile artist who
aims to to convey to the viewer her
inspiration and feelings about what she is
painting, looking beyond the reality. Her
workshops are always varied and this
one will also involve making your own
collage papers.
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At United Reformed Church Hall,
Chiswell Green

Tutor: Lynne Davies

DEMONSTRATION
At Marshalswick

Community Centre

PASTEL PORTRAIT
Demonstration by Rob Wareing

Rob’s model for his demo please email:
stalbansartsoc@gmail.com and your name
will be entered in the draw (emails must be
received before 30 March).
The model must be able to sit on a
standard chair. Rob’s model stand is not
suitable for anyone with back problems or
mobility issues.

Wednesday 1st April 2020
Rob currently divides his
SPRING LIFE DRAWING
time between the UK and
SESSIONS
South Africa. He became a
Here are the Spring Life Drawing sessions...
professional portrait painter at
l 15 April  l 22 April  l 29 April
the age of 23 and since then
l 20 May l 27 May
has had a very fulfilling career
spanning over 40 years. More
AGM 2020
recently he has gained a considerable
Wednesday 6th May
following on YouTube and regularly posts
The short AGM will be followed by
clips of recent demonstrations and trailers of
a talk by Sarah Keeling, Curator,
his series of portrait tuition videos.
Post Medieval to Contemporary, at
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE YOUR
St Albans Museum and Art Gallery.
PORTRAIT PAINTED BY ROB?
See page 3 for details.
To enter your name into a draw to be
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INFORMATION

EVENTS

TALK TO YOUR COMMITTEE

KIMPTON ART SHOW 2020
The opening times have changed!
Friday 1st May to Sunday 3rd May

CHAIRMAN Edward Bevin
VICE CHAIR Sandie Ford  
TREASURER Tracey Gent
SECRETARY Valerie Chivers
PRISM EDITOR Janet King
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Janet Blackham

PROGRAMME SECRETARIES
LECTURES: Sue Bergquist  
WORKSHOPS: Sally Griffiths

MINUTES SECRETARY Margaret Channon
SUPPORTING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Jan Munro
Gina Dunstan
  

VENUE for MEETINGS

The Society meets for discussions and
meetings at Marshalswick Community
Centre, The Ridgeway, St Albans, AL4 9TU
Most meetings start at 7.30 pm

VENUE for WORKSHOPS

The official Spring May
Bank holiday has been
moved this year to
accommodate VE Day.
However, holding to the
tradition of the Kimpton
May Festival being the
first weekend in May,
Kimpton Art Show along with Kimpton May
Festival will be on Friday 1st May (evening),
Saturday 2nd May and Sunday 3rd May.
The Show brings together over 100 artists
from across the region with the twin aims
of selling art and raising money for local
charities and good causes.
Exhibits typically include a range of
media. Work ranges from the traditional to
the modern. With works from £20 there is
something for everyone’s budget.
www.kimptonartshow.co.uk

St Albans Museum + Gallery

One day workshops are held at United
Reformed Church, Watford Road,
Chiswell Green, St Albans, AL2 3HG

Old Town Hall, St Peter’s Street,
St Albans, AL1 3DH

Hertfordshire Open 2020

www.stalbans-artsociety.org.uk
Visit the website for regularly updated news
of what’s on at the Society.
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Map illustrations by Peter Osborne

4th April - 21st June 2020

HERTFORD OPEN
EXHIBITION 2020
3rd May to 16th May
Admission FREE
Cowbridge Halls,
Cowbridge, Hertford. SG14 1PG
The annual open exhibition is
attracting entries from all over Great
Britain. From an entry of over 600
works, approximately 300 paintings
and sculptures are selected for dispay
www.hertfordartsociety.co.uk
Sat 11th April 2020
Visit up to 30 pop up
art exhibitions free of
charge in Hertford Town
Centre.
For more information: www.hertford.gov.
uk/events/hertford-art-trail-677

Rory Browne’s Spring Exhibition
BACK TO THE SEA
25th April to 1st May 2020.
The exhibition of his paintings is at The
Chapel, Highfield Oval, Harpenden, AL54BX.  
Saturday the 25th April: 13.00 - 16.00
Sunday 26th: 14.00 - 16.00
Then 18.00 - 20.00 each evening the
following week.

A showcase of
works from artists
connected to
Hertfordshire. Bringing
together art in all its
mediums – paintings and prints, film,
photography and sculpture – the very
first Hertfordshire Open creates a visual
spectacle for all ages to enjoy. Selected
by an independent panel of judges
and supporting Hertfordshire Year of
Culture, this exhibition celebrates both
established visual artists as well as
new and emerging talent. Organised in
partnership with UHArts.FREE entry
For more information:
www.stalbansmuseums.org.uk
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CHAIRMAN’S CRITIQUE
In the hustle and bustle of
Picasso’s life, there is...

he lived between Barcelona and Paris had
splashes of the colour in abundance.
He always portrayed in these works
people from various aspects of society
in a world during this period which
was dominated by pathos, grief and
hopelessness. But he also depicted the
well-to-do and such examples are his
Young man with Arms Crossed, using
charcoal, watercolour and pastel on laid
paper and the handsome portrait of Antoni
Sabates, using charcoal, watercolour and
white spirit on wove paper, both showing
inquisitive looks at the beholder.

Silence
and peace
T

he spectacular Picasso exhibition
currently running at the Royal
Academy of Arts in London depicts
a master who wants to take us on the most
relentless journey of creativity. Using the
barest of materials produced from cutouts, newspaper cuttings and collages
of newsprint and coloured paper – not
to mention the familiar facial features
exploding into colourful, geometric shapes.
If ever there has been a retrospective like
this which causes us to blurt out ‘Phew’ at
the end, then this is it.
The Royal Academy of Arts has taken
a giant stride for the promotion of art, for
that’s exactly what the show demonstrates.
Picasso and Paper is by far the most
comprehensive exhibition devoted to
Picasso’s world, a world in which no
other artist has ever visited. He invented
an exciting universe of art involving bits
of scrap paper, old used and tatty bits of
cardboard and out of date front pages of,
for example newspapers such as Paris-

Head of a woman

soir and turned them into real life images.
Picasso seems to have invented the word
‘recycling’ long before it ever first became
well used back in the 1970s.
This show, then, has just about
everything, even his simple doodles on
a bit of scrap paper – a page of headed
notepaper from the Grand Hotel Victoria in
Naples – seem to burst into life when we
study them. This ‘bit of scrap’ could only
come from the hand of a magician!

Undisputed masterpiece

The show’s opener,
La Vie, is a massive
painting in the middle
of the gallery.
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The show’s opener is a massive painting
bang in the middle of the gallery. The
curators could not have chosen a finer
canvas. La Vie is surely the undisputed
masterpiece of Picasso’s blue period, which
usually hangs in the Cleveland Museum
of Art and has never been shown in this
country. The colour blue grabbed hold of his
palette like glue and most of his works when

Man of the moment
His self-portrait as a young man, handsome,
a mop of black hair, moustache and beard
and with piercing eyes follows us around
the gallery. There are no square or diamond
features. What we see is the man of the
moment in oil on canvas, with a stare that
is both fierce and frightening and makes
the onlooker come to an abrupt halt. This
painting is in direct contrast to his Nude
Woman with Necklace, with her powerful
face depicted with dazzling splashes of
colour to highlight her muscular features.
On the front page of Paris-soir he added
his own sketching to the reproduced
pictures which he thought were incomplete.
This amazing collage is one of the most
fascinating on display, and demonstrates
just how Picasso could produce something
from a slab of front page news.
And yet with all the torrents of drama,
madness and hullabaloo in this entire
exhibition I somehow discovered there had
been some palpable hints of silence and
peace.

Edward Bevin

Picasso and Paper presented by the Royal Academy of
Arts runs until 13 April.
Pablo Picasso, Head of a Woman, Mougins, 4 December
1962. Pencil on cut and folded wove paper, 42 x 26.5
cm. Musée national Picasso-Paris. Pablo Picasso Gift in
Lieu, 1979. MP1850. Photo © RMN-Grand Palais (Musée
national Picasso-Paris) / Béatrice Hatala. © Succession
Picasso/DACS 2019
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HAS MOVED!
From 1st March, Artscape’s new address is:
32 COLDHARBOUR LANE
HARPENDEN
HERTS
AL5 4UN
01582 712009

What is happening
at Art Van Go?
Art Van Go was established in 1989
and is now planning to hang up
its work-boots after 30 years!
Art Van Go is currently open to offers from potential buyers, but if the right buyer does not
come along the intention is to gradually stop in 2020. The initial change will be the new
shop hours, they expect the wind down (or hand-over period) to take at least six months.

New shop opening times
It will not happen over night - there will
be an ‘in transition’ for the next few
months during which time the new shop
opening hours will be...
Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am - 2.30pm
Monday to Thursdays: The shop will
be closed but they will still be at
work in The Studios and continue to
answer calls and take phone-orders.
Access at other times is by appointment
only - phone 01438 814946.

Website
The website will continue to operate 24/7
and orders will be processed daily.
www.vycombe-arts.co.uk

Programme of workshops
There will also be another programme
of workshops aptly named the ART
VAN GO ‘Lock-In’ Workshops as they
will generally take place on Tuesdays to
Thursdays while the building is closed.
The new series of workshops will be
released in batches as the details are
finalised
Booking is by phone or in person
only
Tel: 01438 814946

Art Van Go is located at... The Studios, 1 Stevenage Road, Knebworth,
Herts SG3 6AN. Email: art@artvango.co.uk
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